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ABSTRACT

Hashing, which represents data items as compact binary codes,

has been becoming a more and more popular technique, e.g., for

large-scale image retrieval, owing to its super fast search speed

as well as its extremely economical memory consumption. How-

ever, existing hashing methods all try to learn binary codes from

artificially balanced datasets which are not commonly available

in real-world scenarios. In this paper, we propose Long-Tail Hash-
ing Network (LTHNet), a novel two-stage deep hashing approach

that addresses the problem of learning to hash for more realistic

datasets where the data labels roughly exhibit a long-tail distri-

bution. Specifically, the first stage is to learn relaxed embeddings

of the given dataset with its long-tail characteristic taken into ac-

count via an end-to-end deep neural network; the second stage is

to binarize those obtained embeddings. A critical part of LTHNet is

its dynamic meta-embedding module extended with a determinan-

tal point process which can adaptively realize visual knowledge

transfer between head and tail classes, and thus enrich image repre-

sentations for hashing. Our experiments have shown that LTHNet

achieves dramatic performance improvements over all state-of-the-

art competitors on long-tail datasets, with no or little sacrifice on

balanced datasets. Further analyses reveal that while to our surprise

directly manipulating class weights in the loss function has little

effect, the extended dynamic meta-embedding module, the usage

of cross-entropy loss instead of square loss, and the relatively small

batch-size for training all contribute to LTHNet’s success.
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• Information systems→ Image search; •Computingmethod-

ologies → Image representations.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Hashing, in the context of information retrieval, refers to a spe-

cial embedding technique that aims to encode data samples into

binary codes (i.e., hash codes) [71, 84]. Since binary codes can

be economically stored and also quickly computed, hashing has

witnessed wide applications in large-scale retrieval systems for

images etc. Generally speaking, there are two kinds of hashing

methods: data-independent and data-dependent. The most rep-

resentative method in the former category is Locality Sensitive

Hashing (LSH) [19] which simply utilizes random projections as

the hash functions. The latter category is also known as learning
to hash, because such methods learn the hash functions from a set

of training samples first and then use the obtained hash functions

to predict the binary codes for the test (query) samples [3, 17, 25–

27, 48, 53, 54, 56, 65, 67, 69, 72, 73, 78, 80, 83, 84, 86, 88].

Specifically, learning to hash can be conducted in two different

ways: unsupervised or supervised. Unsupervised learning to hash

methods such as ITQ [20], DGH [50], DeepBit [43], SSDH [79],

and KNNH [30] rely on the training samples themselves only. In

contrast, supervised learning to hashmethods such as FastHash [42],

SDH [64], DPSH [40], HashNet [2], DSDH [38], FSSH [56], and

SCDH [6] make use of not only the training samples but also their

semantic labels, therefore they usually outperform unsupervised

methods.

However, existing learning to hash methods, whether unsuper-

vised or supervised, are mostly trained and tested on artificially

balanced datasets which are not commonly available in real-world

scenarios. Many recent studies [32, 52, 87, 89] indicate that real-life

image datasets have skewed distributions with a long tail, i.e., a
few dominant classes (a.k.a. head classes) account for most exam-

ples while the other classes (a.k.a. tail classes) each contain only

a few examples. Current hashing methods may not work well on

such long-tail datasets, especially for those data-poor classes. The

absence of techniques for learning to hash from realistic long-tail

datasets is the motivation of this work.

To address the above challenging problem, we propose a novel

learning to hash method named Long-Tail Hashing Network (LTH-

Net) that marries up the deep learning approach to hashing and

the mechanism of visual memory. In recent years, deep neural net-

works have proved to be superb at learning from large-scale datasets.

https://doi.org/10.1145/3404835.3462888
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Particularly, deep hashing methods like DPSH [40], HashNet [2],

DSDH [38], and CSQ [81] have shown great advantages over classic,

non-deep hashing methods (a.k.a. shallow hashing methods). In or-

der to handle the long-tail distribution, we equip our deep hashing

model with an extended dynamic meta-embedding module which

adaptively combines direct features and memory features [52]. The

adaptation and utilization of dynamic meta-embedding enrich the

semantic representations of images and thus facilitate the knowl-

edge transfer from data-rich head classes to data-poor tail classes.

Our proposed LTHNet method consists of two stages: the first is

to learn relaxed embeddings of the given dataset with its long-tail

characteristic taken into account via an end-to-end neural network;

the second is to binarize those obtained embeddings. Extensive

experiments have been conducted to demonstrate that LTHNet can

achieve dramatic performance improvements over all state-of-the-

art competitors on long-tail datasets, with no or little sacrifice on

balanced datasets. Furthermore, the parameter sensitivity analy-

ses and ablation studies lead to new insights that the problem of

long-tail hashing cannot be solved simply by reweighting different

classes in the loss function, but the combination of extended dy-

namic meta-embedding, cross-entropy loss, and small batch-size

will do the trick.

As far as we know, this is the first work to learn from long-tail

datasets for hashing. Since most real-world datasets exhibit long-

tail characteristics [9, 57, 58], LTHNet is likely to be effective for a

wide range of applications, though we focus on image retrieval in

this paper.

2 RELATEDWORK

LTHNet is related to the existing work in both learning to hash and

learning from long-tail data.

2.1 Learning to Hash

The problem of learning to hash is to obtain binary codes for out-

of-sample queries by learning the hash functions from training

samples. Here, we focus on supervised learning to hash methods

because they usually perform much better than unsupervised ones.

Similar to the case in learning to rank [1, 49], such supervised

learning to hash methods could be further divided into three groups:

pointwise, pairwise, and listwise.

Pointwisemethods formulate learning to hash as a classification

problem, i.e., to train a classifier based on ground-truth labeled data

and use it to predict each sample’s class label. The representative

methods include SDH [64], FSDH [23], R2SDH [22], HC-SDH [35],

DSDH [38, 39], and SDMH [55]. All those methods could be viewed

as different variants of SDH each of which has its particular empha-

sis. For example, FSDH and R2SDH try on enhancing the efficiency

and the robustness of SDH respectively; DSDH aims to boost the

performance by utilizing deep neural networks; and SDMH is tai-

lored for multimedia search.

Pairwise methods formulate learning to hash as a regression

problem, i.e., aligning the learned binary codes’ pairwise similari-

ties with those derived from the class labels. The typical examples

in this group are KSH [51], LFH [86], COSDISH [34], SCDH [6],

EDMH [7], NRDH [80], DPSH [40], HashNet [2] and CSQ [81]. Al-

though those methods are based on essentially the same underlying

idea, they have different focuses or strengths. For example, the first

five methods listed above are shallow hashing methods that can

be trained with higher efficiency, while the rest are deep hashing

methods that are likely to achieve higher effectiveness; COSDISH

and SCDH benefit from their specifically designed algorithms for

fast discrete optimization; CSQ produces noticeable improvements

by pulling the similar samples together and pushing the dissimilar

ones apart; and EDMH generalizes the technique to cross-modal

retrieval.

Listwise methods are devised to maximize the consistency be-

tween the ground-truth relevance list and the calculated ranking

positions for any given query. Among them, RPH [74] directly op-

timizes the nDCG measure to obtain effective hashing codes with

high ranking quality; RSH [70], DTSH [76] and TDH [12] all convert

the ranking list to a set of triplets and then learn the hash functions

from those triplets.

In some sense, our proposed LTHNet approach is developed on

top of the popular pointwise SDH [64] framework.

2.2 Learning from Long-Tail Data

The phenomenon of long-tail distributions is ubiquitous in IR [8, 14,

17, 18, 47, 58, 82, 85]. Specifically, for learning from datasets with a

skewed, long-tail distribution of class labels, several strategies have

been proposed in previous studies.

Data resampling tries to reshape the original imbalanced dataset

to enforce a uniform distribution of class labels. It could be done

by either over-sampling, i.e., duplicating some samples in the tail

classes [4, 24, 28], or under-sampling, i.e., discarding some samples

in the head classes [33, 41]. Although resampling has been shown

to be helpful when the dataset is imbalanced, it also brings some

risks: duplicating too many samples could cause overfitting for the

tail classes [4] while discarding too many samples might lead to

underfitting for the head classes [33].

Class reweighting puts different importance weights on differ-

ent classes in the loss function for learning. Specifically, we would

give large weights to tail classes and small weights to head classes,

in order to mitigate the undesirable influences of class size. Lin et

al. [44, 45] generalized the cross-entropy loss function to accom-

modate weighted training samples. Cui et al. [10] replace the raw

number of samples in a class with the effective number which can

be regarded as a form of reweighting. In principle, such reweighting

methods are essentially equivalent to the aforementioned resam-

pling methods, but usually they are more computationally efficient.

Knowledge transfer is based on the idea that the hidden knowl-

edge could be shared across different classes and be leveraged to

enrich data representations via meta learning or attention mecha-

nisms. Wang et al. [77] and Cui et al. [11] deal with class imbalance

by transferring the knowledge learned from major classes to minor

classes. Liu et al. [52] devised a dynamic meta-embedding module

which combines direct image features with corresponding mem-

ory features to enrich both head and tail samples’ representations.

In brief, this kind of methods are targeted at enriching the data

representation rather than reshaping the data distribution for down-

stream tasks.

Other strategies beyond the above end-to-end learning paradigm

have emerged recently. A couple of latest papers [32, 89] reveal
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Figure 1: The architecture of Long-Tail Hashing Network (LTHNet).

that it could be advantageous to decouple representation learning

and classification into two separate stages when dealing with im-

balanced datasets. In addition, an ensemble approach, RIDE [75],

trains diverse distribution-aware experts and routes an instance to

additional experts when necessary for long-tail recognition.

In this paper, we mainly explore the potentials of class reweight-

ing and knowledge transfer for learning to hash on long-tail datasets.

3 PROBLEM STATEMENT

Given a set of samples (e.g. images) X = {(x𝑛, 𝑙𝑛)}𝑁𝑛=1, x𝑛 ∈ R𝑑
denotes the 𝑑-dimensional feature vector for the 𝑛-th sample and

𝑙𝑛 ∈ {1, 2, · · · ,𝐶} corresponds to its class label index, where𝑁 is the

number of samples and𝐶 is the number of classes inX. Besides, let

𝑠𝑖 represent the number of samples in the 𝑖-th class (𝑖 = 1, 2, · · · ,𝐶).
Without loss of generality, we assume that 𝑠1 ≥ 𝑠2 ≥ · · · ≥ 𝑠𝐶 .

Then the concept of long-tail datasets and long-tail hashing can be

formally defined as follows.

Definition 1 (Long-Tail Dataset). A dataset X is called
a long-tail dataset if the sizes of its sorted classes follow the Zipf’s
law [57, 59], i.e.,

𝑠𝑖 = 𝑠1 × 𝑖−` , (1)

where ` is a parameter controlling the degree of data imbalance that
is measured by the imbalance factor (IF for short) 𝑠1/𝑠𝐶 .

In practice, the class size distribution of a real-world long-tail

dataset is probably not exactly Zipfian but following a similar dis-

tribution [9, 58].

Definition 2 (Long-Tail Hashing). Given a long-tail dataset
X = {(x𝑛, 𝑙𝑛)}𝑁𝑛=1, the problem of long-tail hashing is to learn a set
of hash functions {h𝑗 (·)}𝑞𝑗=1 based on it so that

H(x𝑛)
Δ
= [h1 (x𝑛), · · · , h𝑞 (x𝑛)]𝑇 = b𝑛, (2)

where b𝑛 ∈ {−1, +1}𝑞 denotes the hash code for the 𝑛-th sample and
𝑞 is the code length.

For any data sample x, its 𝑞-bit hash code b can be calculated as

H(x) with the learned mapping H that consists of 𝑞 hash functions

each corresponding to a specific bit.

Table 1: LTHNet configurations.

Layer Configuration

0: Input Image (e.g., x)
1: Backbone ResNet34 (pre-trained)

2: FC+ReLU 512×2000; ReLU(·)

3: Extended DME

FC+Tanh 2000×2000; Tanh(·)
FC+Softmax 2000×(𝑘 + 1)𝐶 ; Softmax(·)
Memory (𝑘 + 1)𝐶×2000

4: Hash Layer 2000×𝑞; Tanh(·)
5: Classifier 𝑞 ×𝐶 ; Softmax(·)
6: Output [vdirect,h,ŷ]

4 THE PROPOSED METHOD

In this section, we elaborate on our proposed LTHNet, a novel deep

hashing method that is designed to learn a set of hash functions H
effectively from long-tail datasets. Fig. 1 illustrates the architecture

of LTHNet which contains four key components: (1) direct feature

learning vdirect, (2) extended dynamic meta-embedding vmeta
, (3)

the hash layer h, and (4) the classifier ŷ. Although our objective

here is not really to perform classification, a classifier is included to

enable supervised learning of hash functions from labeled datasets.

Table 1 describes the detailed configurations of LTHNet.

4.1 Direct Feature Learning

Deep convolutional neural networks (CNNs) have achieved great

success in feature learning (representation learning) for images

and further facilitated a large number of downstream tasks [29,

37, 46, 66]. In this paper, we choose the popular ResNet34
1
pre-

trained on ImageNet [13] as the backbone of our LTHNet (Layer#1

in Table 1), which is followed by “FC+ReLU”, a fully connected

layer of neurons with the ReLU activation function (Layer#2 in

Table 1). From Layer#0 to Layer#2, the direct feature vdirect would
be learned. The reason why one more FC layer is built on top of the

direct output of ResNet34 is to allow for experimental comparisons

between the “deep hashing” methods and those “deep features +

1
https://pytorch.org/docs/stable/torchvision/models.html
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shallow hashing” methods. The latter refers to supplying the 512-

dimensional direct features output of the pre-trained ResNet34 to

a traditional shallow hashing model such as SDH [64], FSSH [56],

and SCDH [6]. Since those (kernel-based) shallow hashing models

usually utilize 2000 anchors to achieve a good trade-off between

competitive performance and fast speed, we make use of 512×2000
FC (Layer#2) for a fair comparison.

4.2 Extended Dynamic Meta-Embedding

For head classes, there are abundant samples for embedding via

CNNs, but that is not the case for tail classes. To augment the

direct feature vdirect especially for tail classes, we extend the idea

of dynamic meta-embedding (DME) that was originally developed

for pattern recognition [52] and apply it to hashing. Specifically,

it merges direct features with memory features [63], which would

enable the transfer of semantic knowledge between data-rich and

data-poor classes. As for the visual memory, it could simply be

represented as a set of class centroids M = {m(𝑖)}𝐶
𝑖=1

, which in

fact summarizes the visual concept for each class of images in the

training dataset [31]. Let c(𝑖) denote the centroid of the 𝑖-th class’s

samples:

c(𝑖) =
∑𝑁
𝑛=1 v

direct

𝑛 1 {𝑙𝑛 = 𝑖}∑𝑁
𝑛=1 1 {𝑙𝑛 = 𝑖}

, (3)

where 1{·} is the indicator function, vdirect𝑛 is the 𝑛-th sample’s

direct feature, and 𝑖 = 1, 2, · · · ,𝐶 .
Moreover, deviating from the original DME, we argue that it

is often insufficient for a single prototype to represent a category,

especially for the tail classes [90]. Therefore, we use the determi-
nantal point process (DPP)2 [5, 16] to find 𝑘 more diverse samples

similar to the centroid of each class to further enrich the memory:

M
Δ
= {m𝑗 } (𝑘+1)𝐶𝑗=1

= ∪𝐶𝑖=1 ({c(𝑖)} ∪ DPP𝑘 (𝑖)) , (4)

whereDPP𝑘 (𝑖) is a function that returns a set of 𝑘 samples for the 𝑖-

th class as its summarizing prototypes. Thus we would have (𝑘+1)𝐶
prototypes in total. Since 𝑘 should be smaller than the minimum

size of classes, we set it to 3 by default, which would not incur

much additional cost of storage or computation. Our experiments

will show that it is indeed beneficial to employ multiple prototypes

rather than a single one for each class in the long-tail setting (see

Section 6.6).

To facilitate visual knowledge transfer from data-rich to data-

poor classes, the memory feature is designed as:

vmemory = o𝑇M =
∑︁(𝑘+1)𝐶

𝑗=1
𝑜 𝑗m𝑗 , (5)

whereM is the matrix of (𝑘 + 1)𝐶 prototype vrectors inM stacked

together, and o ∈ R(𝑘+1)𝐶 could be viewed as the attention [68]

over the class prototypes hallucinated from direct features. Con-

cretely, we use “FC+Softmax” to obtain the attention coefficients

from vdirect, i.e., o = Softmax(FC(vdirect)).
The memory feature would be more important for the data-poor

tail classes than for the data-rich head classes in terms of feature

enrichment. To reflect the different impacts of the memory feature

upon different classes, we introduce an adaptive selector (see Fig. 1).

2
https://github.com/laming-chen/fast-map-dpp

Algorithm 1: Long-Tail Hashing Network (LTHNet)

/* A deep neural network for learning to hash

from long-tail data */

1 Input: the training dataset X = {(x𝑛, 𝑙𝑛)}𝑁𝑛=1, the number

of classes 𝐶 , the maximum number of epochs MaxEpoch,
and the hyperparameter 𝛽 and 𝑘 ;

2 Initialize LTHNet parameters 𝜽 ;

3 while not MaxEpoch do

/* Memory: update M = {m𝑗 } (𝑘+1)𝐶𝑗=1
*/

4 for 𝑛 = 1 to 𝑁 do

5 [vdirect𝑛 ,∼,∼] = LTHNet(x𝑛 ; M, 𝜽 );

6 end

7 Compute the centroid for each class via Eq. (3) and

retrieve 𝑘-more diverse and similar samples for each

centroid via Eq. (4), and the memory is updated as

M = {m𝑗 } (𝑘+1)𝐶𝑗=1
;

/* LTHNet training: update 𝜽 */

8 for x in Dataloader(X) do
9 [∼,∼,ŷ] = LTHNet(x; M, 𝜽 );

10 𝐿CB (ŷ, y);
11 𝜽 = RMSprop(𝐿CB, 𝜽 );

12 end

13 end

/* Out-of-samples (xoos) Hashing */

14 [∼,hoos,∼] = LTHNet(xoos; M, 𝜽 );

15 boos = sgn(hoos);

Thus, the final output embedding vmeta
, which combines the direct

feature and the memory feature, is written as:

vmeta = vdirect + e ⊙ vmemory, (6)

where e acts as the adaptive selector of concepts and ⊙ denotes the

Hadamard product. Specifically, we use “FC+Tanh” to derive the

selector weights from vdirect, i.e., e = Tanh(FC(vdirect)).

4.3 Hash Layer

After Layer#3, each sample’s embedding would have been seman-

tically enriched. Then, a hash layer (Layer#4) is further appended

for the generation of binary codes:

htrue = sgn(FC(vmeta)), (7)

where sgn(·) is the element-wise sign function, i.e., it outputs +1
when the input is non-negative and −1 otherwise. Hence, htrue ∈
{−1, +1}𝑞 represents the hash code for the input sample x.

It is worth mentioning that sgn(·) is discontinuous and thus not

differentiable at 0, and worst of all, for all other input values its

gradient would be just zero. Thus sgn(·) poses an obstacle to the

back-propagation training of neural network [60]. To overcome this

problem, we adopt a two-stage strategy: first, the direct “hard” hash

mapping Eq. (7) is relaxed into:

h = Tanh(FC(vmeta)), (8)

whose output will consist of real values between −1 and +1, as
illustrated in Fig. 1; second, after the end-to-end learning from

https://github.com/laming-chen/fast-map-dpp


the long-tail training dataset, the real-valued output vector h is

binarized with:

b = sgn(h), (9)

and b ∈ {−1, +1}𝑞 is the final hash code for the input image sample.

Although it has been found in previous studies that such a real

relaxation of binary constraints might lead to large quantization

errors [6, 34, 50, 56, 64], it is the simplest way to train a deep neural

network for binary outputs without introducing extra interme-

diate variables and complex optimization techniques [38]. More

importantly, this simple two-stage strategy works well in prac-

tice delivering significant performance gains on both traditional

balanced datasets and realistic long-tail datasets.

4.4 Classifier

Intuitively, better hash codes should lead to more accurate classifi-

cations. Therefore, a classifier (Layer#5) is introduced at the end of

LTHNet so as to carry out supervised learning:

ŷ = Softmax(FC(h)), (10)

where ŷ is the predicted probability distribution over class labels.

Finally, the input sample is going to be categorized into the class of

the highest probability.

Bringing all the above pieces together, our designed LTHNet can

be summed up as:

[vdirect, h, ŷ] = LTHNet(x;M, 𝜽 ), (11)

where vdirect, h and ŷ represent the input sample x’s direct fea-
ture, the relaxed hash code, and the predicted class distribution

respectively, while 𝜽 denotes the neural network model parame-

ters. Among the outputs of LTHNet, vdirect is used to update the

visual memoryM, h is for the generation of binary codes, and ŷ
serves the purpose of supervise learning. Given the probabilistic

prediction ŷ and the corresponding ground-truth one-hot vector y,
the commonly used cross-entropy loss function for classification is:

𝐿(ŷ, y) = −
∑︁𝐶

𝑖=1
𝑦𝑖 log(𝑦𝑖 ). (12)

In order to deal with the severe class imbalance in long-tail datasets,

we generalize Eq. (12) to a class-weighted version [10]:

𝐿CB (ŷ, y) =
1

𝐸𝑛y

𝐿(ŷ, y) = 1 − 𝛽

1 − 𝛽𝑛y
𝐿(ŷ, y), (13)

where 𝐸𝑛y = (1 − 𝛽𝑛y )/(1 − 𝛽) is the effective number of samples

in class y, which is calculated using the actual number of samples

(𝑛y) and a hyperparameter 𝛽 ∈ [0, 1). Note that 𝛽 = 0 means no

reweighting, i.e., backing off to Eq. (12), while 𝛽 → 1 indicates

reweighting each class by the reciprocal of its actual size.

5 LEARNING ALGORITHM

The parameters of the LTHNet model to be learned in the training

stage include M and 𝜽 . For the update of parameters M in each

iteration, we carry over all the training samples, compute the class

centroids via Eq. (3), and then retrieve 𝑘 more diverse and similar

samples via Eq. (4) to form the renewed memory. For the update of

parameters 𝜽 in each iteration, we sample a mini-batch of images

from the training set, and then perform back-propagation using

the gradients calculated on these sampled images. Algorithm 1

describes the complete learning procedurewhich iteratively updates

Table 2: Statistics of long-tail benchmarks with various IFs.

Cifar100 ` 𝑛max 𝑛min 𝑛
db

𝑛query 𝑛train

IF=1 0.000 500 500 50k 10,000 50,000

IF=50 0.830 500 10 50k 10,000 3,732

IF=100 0.990 500 5 50k 10,000 2,598

ImageNet100 ` 𝑛max 𝑛min 𝑛
db

𝑛query 𝑛train

IF=1 0.000 100 100 130k 5,000 10,000

IF=50 0.845 1300 26 130k 5,000 9,437

IF=100 0.990 1300 13 130k 5,000 6,834
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Figure 2: The log-log plots of curated image datasets with

various imbalance factors (IFs).

M and 𝜽 until they have converged or the number of epochs has

reached the preset maximum.

Given any new test (query) image xoos, we can use the learned

LTHNet model to compute the real-valued hash vector hoos first,
and then binarize it into the final hash code boos.

6 EXPERIMENTS

We have conducted extensive experiments to evaluate LTHNet

against several state-of-the-art hashing methods on both balanced

and long-tail benchmarks. All the datasets and source codes for our

experiments are available online
3
.

6.1 Datasets

We have curated 2 balanced and 4 long-tail benchmarks based on

two popular public image datasets Cifar100
4
and ImageNet100

5
.

Cifar100 [36] includes a 100-class database with 500 images

per class as well as a 100-class query set with 100 images per class.

To construct a variety of training sets spanning from perfectly

balanced to very skewed, we randomly sample images from the

database with 𝑠1 = 500 and ` = 0, 0.83, 0.99, thus the sizes of the

generated classes would meet the Zipf’s law (Eq. (1)). In the end,

we have three benchmarks with different IFs (1, 50 and 100).

ImageNet100 [2] is a 100-class subset randomly selected from

the original 1000-class single-labeled ImageNet dataset [13, 61]. It

contains a database with 1300 images per class and also a query set

3
https://github.com/butterfly-chinese/long-tail-hashing

4
https://www.cs.toronto.edu/~kriz/cifar.html

5
http://www.image-net.org/

https://github.com/butterfly-chinese/long-tail-hashing
https://www.cs.toronto.edu/~kriz/cifar.html
http://www.image-net.org/


with 50 images per class. First, we randomly sample 100 images per

class from the database and then construct a balanced training set

(i.e., IF = 1). Here we do not use all the 1300 images available for

each of the 100 classes because that would make our experiments

take too long to finish while using just 100 images per class would

be enough to get satisfactory results. Second, following the Zipf’s

law (Eq. (1)), we randomly sample images from the database with

𝑠1 = 1300 and ` = 0.845, 0.99 to finally obtain two long-tail training

sets (IF = 50 and 100).

Overall, 6 benchmarks are used for our experiments, as shown

in Table 2. Each benchmark comprises a database, a query set,

and a training set. Note that 𝑛max = 𝑠1, 𝑛min = 𝑠100, and 𝑛
db
,

𝑛query, 𝑛train correspond to the sizes of the database, the query set,

and the training set, respectively. Fig. 2 visualizes the class label

distributions of the above benchmarks.

For each benchmark, we train different hashing models on the

training set, and then employ them to compute the hash codes for

the images in the database as well as the query set. Given a query

image, a result image returned from hash code based search of the

database is deemed to be relevant if they share the same label.

6.2 Competitors and Metrics

To verify LTHNet’s effectiveness, we compare it with the following

competitivemodels: LSH
6
[19], PCAH

7
[20], ITQ

7
[21], KNNH

8
[30],

SDH
9
[64], COSDISH

10
[34], FastHash

11
[42], FSSH

12
[56], SCDH

13
[6],

DPSH
14

[40], HashNet
15

[2], DSDH
16

[38], and CSQ
17

[81]. The

first nine competitors are shallow hashing methods, while the rest

four are deep hashing methods. They are selected to cover both the

classic methods and the latest methods achieving the best perfor-

mances for learning to hash.

Regarding the performance measure, we adopt Mean Average

Precision (MAP). Although some IR researchers are against the

usage of MAP [15], there exist different opinions in the IR com-

munity [62]. More importantly, MAP has been used as the single

or major retrieval performance measure in almost all the learn-
ing to hash literature [20, 30, 34, 38, 42, 48, 50, 56, 64, 69], so we

follow the convention to make our experimental results compa-

rable with the others’. Formally, given 𝑄 query samples, we have

𝑀𝐴𝑃 = 1

𝑄

∑𝑄

𝑖=1
𝐴𝑃 (𝑞𝑖 ), while for the 𝑖-th query sample 𝑞𝑖 , its av-

erage precision 𝐴𝑃 (𝑞𝑖 ) = 1

𝑙𝑞𝑖

∑𝑅
𝑟=1 𝑝𝑞𝑖 (𝑟 )𝛿𝑞𝑖 (𝑟 ), where 𝑙𝑞𝑖 is the

number of ground-truth neighbors of the query sample 𝑞𝑖 , 𝑅 is the

total number of data items, 𝑝𝑞𝑖 (𝑟 ) denotes the precision at cutoff 𝑟

for the ranking list, and 𝛿𝑞𝑖 (𝑟 ) indicates whether the 𝑟 -th data item

is relevant to the query sample 𝑞𝑖 .

6
http://www.cad.zju.edu.cn/home/dengcai/Data/DSH.html

7
https://github.com/willard-yuan/hashing-baseline-for-image-retrieval

8
https://github.com/HolmesShuan/K-Nearest-Neighbors-Hashing

9
https://github.com/bd622/DiscretHashing

10
http://cs.nju.edu.cn/lwj/learningtohash.html

11
https://bitbucket.org/chhshen/fasthash

12
https://lcbwlx.wixsite.com/fssh

13
https://github.com/keneeth/scdh

14
https://github.com/jiangqy/DPSH-pytorch

15
https://github.com/zhjy2016/HashNet

16
https://github.com/TreezzZ/DSDH_PyTorch

17
https://github.com/yuanli2333/Hadamard-Matrix-for-hashing

6.3 Settings

To ensure a fair comparison, we take the output of the ResNet34

model (pre-trained on ImageNet) — 512-dimensional feature vectors

— as the input to shallow hashing methods, and use the original

images directly as the input to deep hashing methods.

All the selected baseline hashing methods would have their re-

spective hyperparameters properly tuned on the training set for

the most competitive results (MAP scores), following the suggested

protocols in the corresponding original papers. As explained earlier,

the number of anchors is set to 2000 for all those kernel-based

shallow competitors such as SDH [64], FSSH [56] and SCDH [6].

Specifically, the deep hashing methods in experimental com-

parison, including our proposed LTHNet, all employ exactly the

same pre-trained ResNet34 as their backbone, and the mini-batch

RMSprop algorithm is used with learning rate 1e−5 and weight

decay 5e−4 to iteratively update the neural network parameters

𝜽 . Again, the above mentioned hyperparameters are tuned for the

most competitive results. Besides, the cosine annealing strategy im-

plemented in PyTorch is adopted to adjust the learning rate within

each epoch. The other deep hashing hyperparameters are set as

follows: 𝛽 = 0, 𝑀𝑎𝑥𝐸𝑝𝑜𝑐ℎ = 100, 𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒 = 8 for Cifar100 and

𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒 = 16 for ImageNet100. More parameter setting details

can be found in the parameter sensitivity analysis (Section 6.5) and

also our released source code for experiments.

6.4 Results

Tables 3 and 4 show all the hashing methods’ MAP scores on the

curated Cifar100 and ImageNet100 datasets respectively, with dif-

ferent imbalance factors (IFs) and hash code lengths, where the

best scores are in boldface and the second best underlined. Note

that in addition to the standard LTHNet model, these tables also

contain the results of LTHNet𝑠𝑞 , a modified version of LTHNet

(with a different loss function), which will be explained later in the

ablation study (Section 6.6).

Looking at the experimental results on the traditional balanced

datasets (i.e., IF=1), we can see that the deep hashing methods al-

ways outperform the shallow hashing competitors, especially for

longer code lengths. This is not surprising, because modern deep

neural networks are known to have stronger fitting and general-

ization abilities than classic shallow learning methods, when there

are a massive amount of data for training. Most notably, our pro-

posed LTHNet method performs better than all the competitors

on Cifar100 while comes second only to the newly emerged CSQ

method on ImageNet100, which validates its effectiveness in the

traditional balanced setting.

Let us check the experimental results of the same hashing meth-

ods on the more realistic long-tail datasets (i.e., IF=50 and 100). It

is clear that the more skewed the label distribution, the more chal-

lenging the learning to hash task is, due to the scarcity of training

samples for tail classes. Interestingly, on long-tail datasets, exist-

ing deep hashing methods such as DSDH and DPSH can hardly

work: sometimes their performances are even inferior to that of a

shallow method SCDH. By contrast, our proposed LTHNet method

can outperform all the competing hashing methods including the

strongest contender CSQ. According to the paired 𝑡-test, the perfor-

mance improvements made by LTHNet (k=3) over the best baseline

http://www.cad.zju.edu.cn/home/dengcai/Data/DSH.html
https://github.com/willard-yuan/hashing-baseline-for-image-retrieval
https://github.com/HolmesShuan/K-Nearest-Neighbors-Hashing
https://github.com/bd622/DiscretHashing
http://cs.nju.edu.cn/lwj/learning to hash.html
https://bitbucket.org/chhshen/fasthash
https://lcbwlx.wixsite.com/fssh
https://github.com/keneeth/scdh
https://github.com/jiangqy/DPSH-pytorch
https://github.com/zhjy2016/HashNet
https://github.com/TreezzZ/DSDH_PyTorch
https://github.com/yuanli2333/Hadamard-Matrix-for-hashing


Table 3: Retrieval performances of all methods on Cifar100 with various imbalance factors (IFs) and code lengths.

Settings

/MAP/

Methods

IF=1 IF=50 IF=100

32 bits 64 bits 96 bits 32 bits 64 bits 96 bits 32 bits 64 bits 96 bits

LSH 0.0333 0.0458 0.0608 0.0333 0.0467 0.0615 0.0307 0.0480 0.0585

PCAH 0.0569 0.0612 0.0605 0.0532 0.0617 0.0627 0.0519 0.0608 0.0625

ITQ 0.0806 0.0976 0.1026 0.0709 0.0858 0.0903 0.0677 0.0824 0.0896

KNNH 0.0844 0.1012 0.1088 0.0703 0.0840 0.0906 0.0689 0.0810 0.0871

SDH 0.1950 0.2472 0.2739 0.1115 0.1363 0.1460 0.1006 0.1182 0.1258

COSDISH 0.1262 0.1921 0.2143 0.0695 0.0875 0.1000 0.0583 0.0724 0.0809

FastHash 0.2239 0.3161 0.3636 0.0787 0.1061 0.1211 0.0714 0.0903 0.1001

FSSH 0.1849 0.2207 0.2671 0.1101 0.1384 0.1512 0.0957 0.1146 0.1274

SCDH 0.2415 0.3003 0.3316 0.1282 0.1536 0.1661 0.1138 0.1335 0.1415

DPSH 0.3113 0.4506 0.4957 0.1069 0.1407 0.1634 0.0978 0.1216 0.1383

HashNet 0.4380 0.5719 0.6311 0.1726 0.1950 0.2079 0.1444 0.1559 0.1631

DSDH 0.5398 0.6100 0.6407 0.1119 0.1000 0.0999 0.0940 0.0872 0.0807

CSQ 0.7711 0.7984 0.7821 0.2221 0.2745 0.2669 0.1716 0.1992 0.1658

LTHNet𝑠𝑞 (k=0) 0.8191 0.8321 0.8362 0.2220 0.2144 0.2330 0.1624 0.1546 0.1508

LTHNet𝑠𝑞 (k=3) 0.8232 0.8360 0.8390 0.2432 0.2794 0.3116 0.1750 0.2079 0.2264

LTHNet (k=0) 0.8195 0.8336 0.8400 0.2427 0.3028 0.3309 0.1752 0.2240 0.2415

LTHNet (k=3) 0.8268 0.8416 0.8490 0.2687 0.3354 0.3484 0.1819 0.2376 0.2620

Table 4: Retrieval performances of all methods on ImageNet100 with various imbalance factors (IFs) and code lengths.

Settings

/MAP/

Methods

IF=1 IF=50 IF=100

32 bits 64 bits 96 bits 32 bits 64 bits 96 bits 32 bits 64 bits 96 bits

LSH 0.0613 0.1066 0.1557 0.0606 0.1121 0.1475 0.0556 0.1097 0.1510

PCAH 0.1478 0.2004 0.2042 0.1306 0.1817 0.1919 0.1280 0.1788 0.1947

ITQ 0.1965 0.2687 0.2907 0.1803 0.2458 0.2731 0.1719 0.2371 0.2667

KNNH 0.1996 0.2778 0.3007 0.1830 0.2537 0.2798 0.1766 0.2411 0.2666

SDH 0.4416 0.5108 0.5385 0.3553 0.4188 0.4414 0.3126 0.3733 0.3975

COSDISH 0.2875 0.4040 0.4559 0.2072 0.2900 0.3320 0.1763 0.2395 0.2731

FastHash 0.3178 0.4295 0.4744 0.2462 0.3274 0.3741 0.1932 0.2703 0.3100

FSSH 0.4746 0.5184 0.5528 0.3681 0.4533 0.4702 0.3312 0.4017 0.4314

SCDH 0.4894 0.5598 0.5854 0.3937 0.4726 0.4954 0.3601 0.4194 0.4422

DPSH 0.4887 0.6055 0.6514 0.2186 0.3125 0.3791 0.1788 0.2832 0.3468

HashNet 0.4410 0.6006 0.6421 0.3465 0.4034 0.4240 0.3101 0.3770 0.3800

DSDH 0.6554 0.7015 0.7231 0.2568 0.2617 0.2744 0.1841 0.2134 0.2429

CSQ 0.8507 0.8733 0.8657 0.6629 0.7022 0.6823 0.5989 0.5620 0.5495

LTHNet𝑠𝑞 (k=0) 0.7338 0.7713 0.8130 0.5523 0.5154 0.5530 0.3924 0.3490 0.4132

LTHNet𝑠𝑞 (k=3) 0.7896 0.8259 0.8465 0.7133 0.7491 0.7753 0.6333 0.6587 0.6958

LTHNet (k=0) 0.7924 0.8267 0.8382 0.7369 0.7804 0.7920 0.6771 0.7350 0.7528

LTHNet (k=3) 0.8142 0.8453 0.8592 0.7612 0.8007 0.8157 0.7146 0.7665 0.7828

CSQ are all statistically significant (𝑝-value < 0.05). This confirms

LTHNet’s superior performance in the realistic long-tail setting.

Overall, LTHNet is on a par with state-of-the-art hashing tech-

niques like CSQ on traditional balanced datasets, but it works sig-

nificantly better than all of them on realistic long-tail datasets.

6.5 Parameter Sensitivity

Fig. 3 shows the retrieval performances (MAP scores) of our pro-

posed LTHNet (k=3) with different 𝛽 values, under various imbal-

ance factors (IFs) and code lengths. To our surprise, from Fig. 3(a) to

Fig. 3(f), the performance curves are mostly stable with only slight

fluctuations: the changes of MAP scores across various 𝛽 values

are less than 0.006. This reveals that the intuitive idea of directly

balancing different classes in the loss function (i.e., assigning more

weights to the samples from small classes and less weights to the

samples from big classes) does not really work for long-tail hashing.

So in the end, we just set 𝛽 = 0 for our LTHNet experiments.

Fig. 4 examines how the effectiveness of LTHNet changes when

it is trained using different batchsizes. On Cifar100, when 𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒

equals 8, LTHNet performs the best; while on ImageNet100, the
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Figure 3: Retrieval performances of LTHNet (k=3) with dif-

ferent 𝛽 values. LTHNet (k=0) shows similar results.

optimal 𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒 is 16. Therefore, we set 𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒 to 8 and 16 for

Cifar100 and ImageNet100 benchmarks respectively in our experi-

ments. Generally speaking, on balanced datasets, LTHNet works

well with a wide range of batchsizes, but on long-tail datasets, LTH-

Net seems to require the batchsizes to be sufficiently small (e.g., 8

or 16) in order to yield good results. In addition, we have also tuned

the 𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒 for other deep hashing methods in comparison, and

observed the similar phenomenon that a relatively small 𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒

(such as 16/32/64) is likely to perform better than a large 𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒

(such as 128) on long-tail datasets.

6.6 Ablation Study

Is dynamic meta-embedding (Section 4.2) indeed useful for long-tail

hashing? To answer this question, we make a comparison between

LTHNet (k=0) with and without the extended DME module. Fig. 5
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Figure 4: Retrieval performances of LTHNet (k=3) with dif-

ferent batchsizes, for 64-bit codes. The results of LTHNet

(k=0) and other code lengths are similar.

plots their respective MAP scores under different settings. Obvi-

ously, the red performance curves (LTHNet with extended DME)

are always above the blue performance curves (LTHNet without

extended DME). Such consistent performance improvements under

various settings verify the benefits of DME for learning to hash, es-

pecially on long-tail datasets. Besides, by comparing LTHNet (k=0)

with LTHNet (k=3), or comparing LTHNet𝑠𝑞 (k=0) with LTHNet𝑠𝑞

(k=3), in Tables 3 and 4, we see that an enriched memory could

further boost LTHNet’s performance.

Furthermore, we wonder how the performance would change

if the cross-entropy loss (a.k.a. log loss) in the LTHNet model is re-

placedwith the square losswhich is used by SDH [64] andDSDH [38].

More concretely, we substitute ŷ = FC(h) and 𝐿(ŷ, y) = | |ŷ − y| |2
2

for Eq. (10) and Eq. (12) respectively. Let us use LTHNet𝑠𝑞 to denote

such a modified version of LTHNet, and show its experimental

results along with those of the other hashing methods in Tables 3

and 4. Evidently, LTHNet𝑠𝑞 is slightly inferior to the standard LTH-

Net when IF=1, but far behind LTHNet when IF=50 or 100, which

indicates that cross-entropy loss is more suitable for LTHNet than

square loss.

6.7 Convergence Analysis

Fig. 6 plots the normalized loss of LTHNet (k=3) at each epoch on

Cifar100 and ImageNet100 for 64-bit codes, with various imbalance

factors (IFs). It is worth noting that to facilitate a fair comparison,

the 𝑦-axis shows each LTHNet’s loss normalized by the maximum

loss among all of its iterations. Clearly, all the curves go lower

and lower from a large loss to a small loss until they become flat,

which empirically corroborates the nice convergence property of

our LTHNet training algorithm.

7 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we put forward a novel two-stage deep hashing

method named Long-Tail Hashing Network (LTHNet) for large-

scale image retrieval. To our knowledge, this is the first work of

its kind that addresses the problem of learning to hash on realistic

long-tail datasets.
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Figure 5: Retrieval performances of LTHNet (k=0) with and

without the extended DME module (denoted as “TRUE” and

“FALSE” respectively).

A surprising finding is that the intuitive idea of directly reweight-

ing different classes in the loss function actually does not work

in this context. Nevertheless, the dynamic meta-embedding mod-

ule (extended with a determinantal point process), the usage of

cross-entropy loss (instead of square loss), and the relatively small

batch-size (for backpropagation training) all help our proposed

LTHNet achieve outstanding performances not only on traditional

balanced datasets but, more importantly, also on realistic long-tail

datasets.
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